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fIATIOVAL ADV]'SORY 30M,71ZTTEE FOR AEi{0NAUTICS

ADV_.gO_, C,_. IDJ}:?.LAL R_...

Ii.TVEST!GATI0:/. 0i,T LA,_II.',_ARI_0Ui,TDARY-f, AY_]I_ STABILITY

AZD TI_.:_ISiTI0Y. OE ]UP.VED B0gND-.RIES

Sy Hans W o Lkepmann

Transibion of the beundar_r latter fl',,n" the laminar to

. I p,the turbulent re£_m, ha., Teen investig._od on e flat'p1$.to,

qn the ccncavc and ccnvc,:c _i_(to of a _)late i':2".'in.:" a ?'O--foot

.,"q{tilts.... O "_ C"'.-]''"._i:itI',._,, _II_ 1_ O_ tiie ooiivcx Sid ,!: Of .;_.".)_...._t.. :

, 4 i :'_+ lOllS"i_ h a d$'Z',.inc . rq.([i_its o _ cu.='va.t_r;= _ m"-c i_u,;,_, ._

',',._c ,:.:::_ri' .',.<,d o_ t ,: '... t]'_e Ou,o:c,_,.nhe it. foronaut i c .:. 2,:b,orat o"y,

t_.tnnci ".:ill:.. low fi'c_.,-stroar.: turb',i!c::_ce. It ..,a_ fc_:::d ti_:_t .

,,r,_.-*._:ition :,'.,as not aff:)ai:.<c! b[" convex c:.zfva _ " _ .... --

ve._bi',ztcd.:, ranco from -- = 0 tc O. £;01. ooncavc cur-
], 'f

v:-_tttre ,'.'r_s found t o have a pz'onounc, cd cf'f,ect on t_:o t rau-

,._ _ , _.. -_ey,_.olds num'ocr.sial,on _oint, d. ecro,-c-in,, tb:_. critic -_

Tho ]a_r:iner boundar;.-la;,er oscillations dlscov_rod

reccnt_',:_,, b.}" f:rydor._ Sci:_.:_br,.ue_', ..... and Skram_,tad _:! a f:l_t

"_£at._ on tL(.' convex sidos of theflare have h._' u invc,,,_, .
r : 20 "'oofi a::d r = g.'" the'_,; '-1_ _,os. it ",:aS for,"!{ that tho

nicohqnism of trsnsitior_ ,on t :.-:_ coz_vox s:!_(ies, of tho _o]atas

is thc sa'-_e "_c ,i,:',t on the fi<-t plate, iieasu:,'ement,_ of

, :_c cna_,_ctcr< ics of t_c iam,._ar c,:_.ci!lations a:_,r_c

O].OZOl[¢ ',,r!t=i t_ic ro_'-ts O_ Sc_,ttt_c'_.'.tcr _tP.._. Shz'a:.,st-_,:! =_,io

r:IOO__l&iq] S!_. of _:ra).is-" t _.oF. of_ collo£vo surfac,::: s r,._po_lr s t o b,o

different fro':; t_"_?_ fc b " _.... t r f.!:.-t a ..... cc.nvex -o].at e _, o

_.[eTt,_:.re':icnts cf ,the iztfluc:nce of a singl,c t'._'tt7_tne_s

c].jrent orl the b)unda_;," ia;.,-<:c si,.o,.-: that transJt:ic:: Ja n oc-
c"_.," :'-,.n t_o distinct].0" different <r::-ys do-..,nstrca_:., fi',,r.i ti._

<lor.tcllt_ _r'_n$ition c:z:_ ._ccur in t! C ;r..o,i<e _ropcr "f t_io

clci_ent or fu"thor dc_..rnstrc,_::_ after the ooundar?- laycr has

reattachod itsolf t.t. _,c g,,r ..... c(:

NO_ _£p_OOgCiBt[
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the convex side of the r = 20-foot plate was studied.

_o definite paro.meter governing the influence of the

pressure gradient has yet been obtained.

I . INTRODUCTI0[{

Tha California Institute investigation of the effect

of c_rvature on boundary-layer transition was initiated

in 1937 under a general research program sponsored by the

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. The purpose

of this general program was to isolate the factors influ-

encing transition - such as external turbulence, pressure

gradient, and curvature - and to investigate each effect

separately. The GALCIT undertook the investigation of the

_ffect of curvature on the transition of the boundary

layer from the laminar to the turbulent state.

The genersl nature of the problem requires the ex-

trem.e reduction of all other factors influencing transi-

tion. Hence, the pressure gradient along the boundary

._houl£ be as close to zero as pozsible and the external

turbulence level as low as possible. To satisfy the first

condition, the curved surface ',_'aschosen as a thin sheet

set into a curved test section B:_ch that the test sheet

and the _a!ls of the section form four concentric cylinder

surfaces. To reduce the turbulence level of the free

stream the flo,.: upstream of the test section had to be

carefully controlled. T]_ese t_:o conditions determine es-

senti_.]ly the type of Wind-t_,u_c! eaulpmcnt used in this

investi<ation, _,'hicL is describ_d in a later part of this

report. The flat plate at zero ores sure _Tradient is the

limiting case for large radius cf curvature, and thus

form._ the link bet_en this investigation and the research

on the influence of turbulence level and laminar boundary-

layer oscillations on trans'ttion carried out on a flat

plato at the _Tat!onal Bureau of Standards in the course of

the same general program of the }TACA.

The first investigations on th_ influence of curva-

ture on transition by Milton and Francis Clauser (refer-

once l) at GALCIT sho_¢ed a stror_g influence of curvature

on the location of the trc, nsition noint. Convex curva-

ture v;as found to delay transition appreciably as compared

with concave curvature. These results, however, met _ith

scne criticism based mainly on the follo_:_ing t_.Jo points:

In the expcri_:_nts of the Clangors the angle of attack of



the curved sheet was not v_ried. Hence, the concave side
and the convex side o__ the sheets respecti_ely_ were tast-
ed under flow conditions not necess_ril.z _denbicai_ since
the stagnation point might have been situLte/L e_ the con-"
vex or the concace side_ Since Sch_11er (_e'f_:ro_ce 2) ;_.nd

Hall and tJisl,.,p (r e,i'el_en''e 3) found a st,ou,?, _L__i.c-_oi'_--

attack eEi ect _n '_!_e._r research on i'ias pla_;e_ it w_s

suggested b_r 'l'ay:L_'_ (leference 4) that _he ,:u:,_ore ef-

fect of the ,_!_asers could have been influenced by the

initial setti_]g of the plate,

This criticism was aggravated by the fact that in

the iuvest'[gation _,f the Clausers. only concave and convex

curvature had been investigated, but no measurements of

the transition on a flat plate had been carried out_

The unpublished research conducted by A. C_ Charters,

Jr.,of C_I.T. during 193S.-39 was ms.July undertaken to check

the validity of this criticism. A detailed discussion of

the main results of investigations by the Clausers and

Charters is given in a later part of this report. The

general result of Charters I investigation was that the angle-
of-atta, ck effect did not account for the results found by

the Clauserso Attempts to close the other gap in the Clausers I

experiments, namely, the investigation of flat-plate flow
under the same conditions as the flow past the cur_ed sheet,

met with considerable difficulty which forced a postponement

of the further investigation of curvature effect in order

to allow for a separate investigation of flat-plate flow

(reference 5).

A new attempt to determine the effect of curvature was

started in 19_O. The present report presents the results

of this research.

The theoretical aspect of the influence of curvature

on tr;_nsition is closely interwoven with the theoretical

aspect of the whole transition problem. Transition must

be brought about by some instability of the laminar flow.

Investigations of the stability of laminar flow with re-

spect to small perturba, tions of various forms have been

carried out by a number of investigators_ It appears that

there exist two distinctly different types of insts bility

of laminar motion which may be termed (1) "dynamicg" and

(2) "viscous" instability_

(1) We c%11 : motion dyn,_nic:_lly unst:_ble if, under

neglect of the viscou_ fcrces, sm_ll perturbP.-

NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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tions of the moan velocity profile increase

with time. To be sure, this includes flo_._s

'_rhich can only exist in viscous fluids; as a

matter of fact, in most cases viscosity is

n_cessnory to produce the mean velocity profiles

involved. Such dynn_mic instability has boon

found, for example° in the case of profiles

with inflection points (references 6 and "_) and

in certr_in proble:_s of curved flow (references

8' 9, 2.nd lO ). In general, if the viscosity
is taken into account in such ca_os the influ-

ence of viscosity narro_s the range of Reynolds

number in which instability occurs, in other

_,,or&s, the viscosity has the effect of decreas-

ing the instability of such flows.

There are, however, cases whore the influence of

friction on the perturbation is just the op-

Dosite. The viscous forces hare are es._onti_l

to bring about an energy transfer from the mean

motion into the perturbation motion. If the

viscosity is negl_ctod, the flow is found to bc

p_rfzctly stn_b].e. The most important case of

st_bility of the boundary layer of a flat nlate

belongs in this cla_s (references lland 12) •

The Dlasius l_.ycr w_s _ und by TOllmicn _ for-

once Ii _, to be subject to this typ6 o __ viscous

instability.

The rc_ults of such inv_stigations of viscous insta-

bility/, •,:hich were _?.ainly adv_,.nccd by the G_ttingen _roup,

c]id not, he,rover, meet with univcrs_! accoptance_ The

rc_son for this is found in the ?rock of experimental evi-

dence - cspcciall V in the case ,_f the f]-o_.; along a flat

plato - and also in the _cthc_ntic:_! _nd physic_l not-

quite-convincing a_sumptions _tnd _netl_ods of npproxlmation

used in these theories.

On the other henri, the roBult_ of the theoretical in-

ve_tigations revealing dynamic insty_bilities have been

g<_nornlly _cccpted. Theories of boundary-layer transition,

b_sed on the assumption that finite external influences

such as turbulence or an adverse pressure gradient change

the me_'_n velocity profile to _ dyn,%mically unstable form,

_,_ere therefore proposed. Thi_ point of view was especial-

ly advanced b v G. I. T_,_ylor (refer_nce 4).

The influence of curvature on boundary-layer transi-

tion belongs essentially in t}_c class of dynamic instability.



As a mg_tter of fact, it .:..r,.q _ore:i!cted th£t the centrifu;%!

,tnd Coriplis forces sk_oul6 crodvoe sbability and instabil-

ity ranges of the s_me ce:_._rn] character as are observed

in bhe case of notatinc c:'i1:_.c_ers (reference ,=j_

The recent discove:'_f cf t_c sinasoic!.al boundarv-J.a.yer

' _ sad S]ramstad (refore_ce i_} ntoscillations b,., Scnub_.u<.r ._

the lLntion:-.! ]_u.rc%u of _t_:1::.£ards '_nd tke investiTa+.ion of

t.h:_ behavior o _'__hese,. oscl]l.-_ions-_, g_ve ti:e fir_t_ 5]e_.r_

expcrlmont,_l ccnfirm._.tion of the Tollmi_:n ,_.nd Scklicht_ng

theories of v].sceus instability. This oxporim_ntn! result

clecislvol;.- influenced the approach of _ho entire transi-

tion problem, Owing to the exchan,<e of progress reports -
. ,_AC,_ o . , _ ' 1 _through the ,r .... _ botweel, ti,£,siT 2 8 and the .,_},LCT, trio

auth,.r was fortuns, t.e in having advance knowledge of these

]nr,-",_'tii_,rcio._t:_ mud ";he research progr.nm was sfircng!y in-

fTi.r,,:_nceS %7 "ki_" J-,ts:_,_ iTn]?ortsnt intcrcnr_nge o

l!ho rcs_:itc uresen%ed, in this topers shox" that the

cho.rpcbsr of %o'.._]d,'!r;/--!:,_:.ror tr;_nsition _< :: convex bo_nd:-

::r 7 ".s the s:_mc ns Ok t:'o fls._ plat.(:;. The ISnranct,-;rs of

_h:._ ]a..'.;inar bcun6,n.r;,--l>x_er oscillations egree ,....,irktke re-

:ultc of Schubr<ue.? :-:n_ S}:ramstad on the f].._t relate. A

'!isht stc_bi!it/sC effect of convex curvature is bmz'e].y

::otJcec<ble in tLe investi:_ated ra::g5 and is of no pr.:-cti-

c-c! :!mpcrtancc, Concave cvrvature, however, was found to

-.':re _. siren,< 8<st,_b'.iiz_nd effect, in n¢reement wzt}. the--

cretic_l expect rich, recardinc a d:Tns, mic i:]stabili% 7

due to centrifu<nl forces, The present investi,zation

;:ivc_ a _ener_,_i survey of this "cor. c:%ve" case, :'Ithousk

the results are not suite so comp]ote as in the cry. so of

the flat _l_te and convex _._slls.

This investi£ation, conducted --_t the C'-7ii "ornin !n--

r:,titutc o;!'Technology_ was <,oon?.ored l;_:,-_and conducted

with fins.ncial assistance from; the National Advisory

Cc,m::itteo for Aeronautiss. Dr, __::. yen i{_,rm{on and Dr_

8. l_, !'4il!i1.:an supervised the research, The -_?.t]:or _..,,ishes

to exlcress }:is sincere a_:creciation _ :-_0 t}_-:_:ks for tLeir

encouragement mad advice,

,"_r Thie e a St.kn oorrs ._;cooper-Carl L I nd H-' 1,_- _ i o>

"_cr,_.,_. . :'nd Kr. _';-i!!ip-.:Johnson '_'._ssist<nce during vario'_s

_o .... s of t}.,c irv<,s_'i=:,_tior are {:rp_t..{',_l],, nck._owlec_<ed

NOT REPRODUClBI.E



II. SYMBOLS

'X

Y

Z

orthogonal coordlna,,es

I The boundary surface is
represented by y = O.

The X axis points from

i the leading edge in the
L direction of the main flow

r_dius of curvature of the bounda_z surface

local mean velocity

U ,,e....velocity of the free strewn

U f

V !

_tc.

P

i components of the velocity fluctuations in x, y,
soul z direction

root mean sea,are of the relative velocity fluctuation

density

kine!_iatic vi scosity

_Z _ n_'_' ._o,.I_........anal par_<'mter

bounda ry-l_ycr thickness

6*

momentum thic_quess of the oo,mdary !nyer

dis>)!acement thicL._ne,ss of the boumdsry l_ver

R

P-xtr Rt'tr I{6_' ' tr

Rcynol d s :n_mber

Reynolds nvmber baste! on x, _, ".:_n(i 8_, respectively

Rcvnolds n_mbcr oL' t?=c tr:._sition point

_r = 2iT

C r

Si

times the frequency f

divided by the w_ve length k

phase velocity

amplificatio_ fctor

divided by tkc ,_.mvelength

_mp!ificat ion factor

of the To!!mmen-Scnl_cht_ng waves

of the vortices
T{_:lor-GSrtl cr
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IiI. -%,PP.A:._.ATUS:il_D METHODS

i. The: Wind Tunnel

Figure I sho,,¢s the ,-ind tunnel es:_ecially built for
for this research, [t_he :=omew]:at unoonv_ntic, nal design i, _
due to _he follou, in_; req_tiremonts:

(a) The tunnel should po_-se3s test sections of vari-
ous curvaturet _,hich arc easily intercAan_e,_.b!e

.(b) The test sections must have a Is_rge aspect ra_io

(.'9.1) in oi_d.er to prevent secondary flo_: in

the curved sections

_coause of those reasons a pres, sure-.typo tunnel t,_as

chosen by the C_-_.users (reference I), and t ive Central l:_v-.

out e±' the oresen_ +unne! rescmbics verj much t_hat gc-

sc,_'ibed by them. The pressure in the'test, section cf a
tunnel cf the type shourn in figure ! c_n be adjusted ty

means of fla-os _nd scrcei[s at the 6".ffr, s(r exit° Tilus

the test sccficn can be operated ',ithou_ large pressure

differences actinc on the walls, This is an c_scntial

i>_::int for the construction of high and narro?: test scction,_

as emplcycd in this investi:_,ation.

The tunnci is operated _oy a 6f,-horsc_)e'<cr stationary

natural-ca.s en_,:i.ne u_h_ch drives t_'o S-blade fans, The

spo_d is remotely controlled by means of a small electric

motor _,hich drives the throttle through a _zear and lead-

scruw system. This gas engine was chosen as a result of

financial and electric power considerations, and has o_-ovod

v:_ry satisfaeter.v, The _'elecity range of the tunnoi _s

ab_u.t 5 to ,iO meters per second.

_; Turbulence Level

The turbulence level in the test section of the tui:ne!

is controlled by tu,o screens and one honeycomb follo_.,ed bj

i0_i contraction (fig. I). The scr,-_ens are seamle_.:_

precision screens; 18 mesh per inch, _,rir< diametei" O,")_.S

inch, The heneycomt consists of some $OOO Daper uaili:t_<

tubes, ¢ inci=es long _.nd i inch in _iameter. The ::_ain tur-

bulence...controllinc device is actua!ly 1_lie screen farth:_,,_t

do_,,,nstream_ _he honeycomb and first screen serv_ ::,ainly to

smooth the very irregular flow enterinf_ ti=e settiinc cLs:'._ber,
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The turbulence in the test section was found to be

U I
= 0.06 nercent

U

V I Wt

U U

- 0.12 percent

At the highest obtainable speeds the value of ul/u was

found to increase to about 0,0 9 percent, Correlation
measurements showed that the correlation function for the

tunnel turbulence did not resemble an exnonential func-

tion as in the case of isotropic turbulence. The correla-

Ul I 11 2 l

tion coefficient was found to drop over a

I 2 /_!

d_tance of about 1/4 inch fro_ i to about 0.7 but from

then on dec rea,_ed very slowly over a distance of 2 inches

to about 0.5.

This sho_.rs that the turbulence in the free stream is
quite different from isotronic turbulence. This in

agreement with the results of $chubauer and Skrams_ad (ref-

erence 14), which showed that a l_orge ps.rt of the tunnel

turbulence at low levels consists of sound_ The "scale"

of this pseudoturbulence is evidently very larg e .

5_ The Test Sections

The tunnel possesses three interchangeable test sec-

tions of different curvature: r =co, r = 20 feet, r =

30 inches. The height of the sections is 5 feet; the

length, 7 feet; the width, 7.5 inches. The construction

is essentially the same for the tl_ree sections° They con-

sist mainly of three plate-glass plates of 1/[_-inch thick-

hems. Two of these plates form the walls of the section;

the third plate, set in the middle of the section, forms

the test cheer. In the case of the curved sections? the

radius of curvature given is the one of the test plate;

the walls form concentric cylinder<_ The leading ed_es of

the test plates are ground and polished over about a 2_/-

inch len_:th to a leading ed_Te of 1/32-inch radius of curva-

ture.

The side plates of those sections can be moved out and

in at both the trailing _nd leading edges and the test plate
can be rotated about a _ivot situ:_ted in line with the le_,d-



ing edge. Pressure gradi,,nt and angle of attack can thus
be adjusted _..rithin fairly wid _) limits,

4_ Trava, rsinC _.lechanism

Earlier invosti_aticns have shown that for a ccmpl_=_te
investigation of the boundary layer and of transition, a
continuous traverse with the m._:a,surinc instrument along
the_ plate (in _<-dircction) ::_nd norm_ql to the nTate__ _in. y-

directionJ is very essential. The narrow test sections,

which leave e_ both sides of the test _lates channels oni_r
_3
o_ inches wide and_ in addition, the curvature of the sec--

tions, made a continuous traverse difficu].t. The con-

struction of !:he traversing mechanism is therefore _re-

sente& in some detail'-

Fi_zv.r _ _' t:}:o'.,Jsthe general scheme of the arranLicment

dra_:n for _he ,_etior, with the larcest curvaturc (r = JO

j.nches), The act,Jal track mechani_m, _.,q_ich has to bc

rather heavily built, is removed from the test section into

the diffuser, k frame formed of heavy _treamlinc steel

tubing s!idcs in tracks running along the top and bottom

_.< tT_ diffuser. T' is....... n unit is _cropc!led by means of a

(_.hain and sprochet driven by a revcrsibic-cpeed direct-

curre_:t mo<-or by remote control_ The mcasurin{_ instru-

m<nts - hot "_,._ires, static tubes, and so forth - are mount.-

ed on small carria_cs of the type shown in figure 3.

Those carriages are 7uided a].ong the ])late by long ar:._s

c:<tend, in-_ from the ate.el frame in the diffuser into the

t<st section. These arms arc :_:adc of dural tubing in _ar-

titions connected bT_ brass hinges to allow the carriacc to

follow the curved nlate. The'. number of partitions _,_ac

four for tke r = 30-inch plats, two for the r = 20-foot

_]ate, and one for the flat plato.

The, carr.ia_7<-s are hcid ou tl.e test ;_late by mc:ans of

a sp_'_n_-loadod lever pro_-:sin_ a_ain_,t the wall of the

se_ion_ . _is_ arrancement made _Dossiblc a continaeus trav--
ersc in the x-direction of abouv 6 foot. To travc_ se

acro_s the boundarj layer in the y-direction, the instru-

m_.nt on the carriage_ can bc tilted b,,. means o _ a micrometer

screw ._.,ch_ in .... _ i_ c d b_ _:_e_ns of a flexible

s.ha :'t run:_ing alon_sidc the arm (fi£_. 2) to a small rcvc'rc-.-

iblc-s_;ccd clc_<ric motor mount_d on the trac]= in the _.if-

£uscr _hus, a continuous trf_v_'rsc of about 2j} in _u_ nor

real to %h'_ _iatc is accomplished.,
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The x and y positions are read through the g!s.ss
_all on a paper sc&le giving the distance from the lead-
ing edge, and on the calibrated micrometer screw on the
emrriage, resoectively.

In the z-direction the ar.:: can be set discontinuously
by moving the c!amps which fasten the arm to the steel
frame in the diffu1--er. Figure 4 shows the r = 20-f_oot
section with the traversint: arm in the forward position.

This tyne of traversing mech:_nism worked very sstis-
factorily, both for the concave and the convex side of the
plates. Since the main unit is mounted in the diffuser,
only the _rms have to be reolaced _rhen changinp, to .o.nother

t e.'_t section.

5. Hot-_lire ADDar,.t__ us

Hot vrires h_.ve been extcn._ively used in this investi-

gation. All velocity profiles and, of course, all meas-

urements of fluctuations were made with the hot-wlre ane-

mometer. The determination of the transition _oint w_s,

in earlier men.surements, made bv means of the surface-tube
d •technique, but in later measurements & hot wxre was em-

ployed.

The h6t-vlire equipment can be split u_O into the __ot-

,,:ire anemometer prober, the e_ectric&l app:_ratus for mean-

speed measurements and, finall._,r, the anDaratus used for

the study of velocity fluctu_tJons.

(a) Hot-wire anemometer.- The hot wires used consisted

of platinum wire 0.0005 inch and 0.000-24 inch thick go?

mean-speed and velocity-fluctuation measurements, respec-

tively. The _Dlatinum wire _,,,asalways soft-soldered to the

tips of fine sewing needles. The silver cover of the

'_ was removed before sol-O.O0024-inch wire (Wollaston wi_:e I

dering the wire to the needles. The hot-wire holders con-

sisted of c'eramic tubing (so-called $tuDakoff tubing) about

5 inches long. This tubing is a,,ailable with either two

or four holes - the diameter being_ about O.lh-inch _nd O.Z-

inch, respectively. The needles _;ere soldered to copper
wires which _:ere cemented into the holes of the cersmic

tubing. A holder of thi, _: type iz seen in figure 3..

The w'ires used for measuring mean sweed were gener-

ally about _ .millimeters lony; velocity fluctuations par-
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allel to the mean_flow (u'J were measured with a sin-Tl_;
_,;ire about 2 millimete.rs long" fl_ctu.ations normal to the
mesonflow (v' ') were recaptured with two 3-millimeter, W

long wires, mounted in x form. The _,_ires were mounted in

t,,_o _ara_iel _!anes as cl._s_ _:o_,ether as _ossible The

.....," ' the an-_,<_ betw.:._en the _.'_res _.._a_, b_t_een 60 o and 80 o

gle _._ith the direction of the _.;ind _:as therefore b_tw_on
30 ° and 40 o ,

(b ) E_.qui__uDqnt__f or _mqan_-..slqecm_d__.mea _.u_reme n_-%o - F o r m e a _-

uring meson spoed_ both the constant-current and the con-

stant-resistance methods ,.._ere employed. These m_thods ar_ _
Coscribsd in the literature (for_;xam.ole, reference.: 15),

_3.enera!ly_ the c_nstant-resistance method was preferr_d,

o_._in_z to the constant sensitivity of the wire tbroujhou_ a

v_-Io6ity profile, which permitted o_eration of the wire
_t rather Io_.._temoerature (about 40 _ C above air tempera-

turc)_ This le_s_ns the errors in_roduced by c<_nveetion

currents end heat loss to solid bounSaries. The m_asuring
_Jinstruments ccn._ist mainly of a ,_hoat st one brid_Te for u_as-

urinc the resistance of the wire, and a potentiomctcr for

:_.e_surino _ the currc, nt through the ,.,ire or the volta_-':o

across the ,.,ire. This mean-speed ai_)paratus is made up of

t_._,oidentical circuits _._hich, _.,_ith the necessary s,,-_itch-

inc, devices, allow the operation of two separate hot _,iros

•_nd the measurement of the sum or the differ_nc_ of ti_e

voltages across the _'ires, The apparatus_ together with

_hs amplifier described in the next section, is buil_ in

one largo stool cabinet to avoid external electrical dis-
turbance.

The _._'hole spparatus _as desi_Tned and built by Carl
Thielc .

(c) A_ooa.rs__.u=s f__r t_urrbulence invo.%tigationo-The m_in

part of this esuipment consists of an a!tcrnating-curre.ut

,qmp!Ifier to amplify voltage fluctuations across the .-._'_ros,

The amplifier used. had a frequency res!',onse uniforr within

_bout +_ percent from about 5 to 9000 cycles _o;._rseccnd_

For the compe__sation of the time lag of the _,rire, an in-

ductance circuit _,:ith variable c_mpe_.sation resistance is

provided, The output of the _mplifier is measur,:'d by

means of a thermoeouple and wall galvanometer. The whol,_.

unit is battery-oD.:.ratc:d to less._n the pieku;) fro!u ext.-_r-

nal disturbances. The time constants of tl_o wires were

determin,_,d by th_' el_ctrical-oscillator method (reference

15 '_ Large choh.._s in the; heating circuits of _.he ,-/ires

:,.s._uru constant-current operation.
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Auxiliary oauipment inclu(les oscillosCop_s, sound an-
alyzer, oscillator, an electrcnic s_ritch to allo_,_ obser-
vation of two signals with one oscilloscope and, finally_
a frameless General Radio motion-[0icture camera for photo-
graphin_ oscillograms.

6. _qasurement of Pressure Distribution
Angle o__"Attack

Ti_e pressure distribution along the plates was measured
_,,:ith a small _tatic tube made from a h2"podermic needle.

The tube ,,:as mounted on the carriage at a distance of about

1 Centimeter from the boundary, and the pressure along the

plate %,as meas_lred at this constant d_St_tnce. It was soon

found that the pressure along the _lates was not uniform

but showed irregular n_aximums and minimums. The setting

o_ the walls improved the ovel'-all {_radient but did net re-

move the waviness of the distribution. Flexible "._alls on

the top and the bottom _¢ere tried but showed ]ittl_ effect.

It was th_:n _:onclud_.d that the "waves" in the distribution

_ere due to local changes in radius cf curvature of the

test plite _. '2hi.c_ was co_.ifirmed by comparin_ the pressure

distribution on both sides of the plate and by observation

of the distance of a hot _,_iro fro_n the nlate set v_ry close

to the beun<!ary and _oved along on the three-le_'ged car-

riage. This variation in radius of curvature limits the

accuracy _,:ith !,'hich the pressure gra@.ient can be set to

zero. is expected, this effect was lar_lest for the sharply

curved plate. It is believed, ho_,:over, that the residual

pressure t_radients did not a)o[_oreciably a!'feet transition.

The pressure distributions for zero gradient are sho_n in

fi gur e 5.

In all measure.:_ents on the curved ]olates, the angle of

attack was sot to a favor,_ble value; that is, the stagna-

tion point was put on the invo_tigated side of the test

plate. During the investi_ationS of the flat plate, it was

attempted to set th; _ _n_]e of _ttack to zero b?_ :neasurin_I

simultaneously on both sides of the plate. The setting of

the _tagnation point deter[_ines naturall} _ the pre_sure dis-

tribution over the first few inches of the plate. A dis-
cussion of this effect in connection with the results ob-

tained by the C]ausers is given later on.
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7. Determination of the Transition Point

Transition was determined in earlier measurements
_¢ith the surface-tube technique. (See, for example, ref-
erence 5".) This technique uses essentlally the differ-
ence in velocity close to a solld'wall in a laminar and a
turbulent layer to determine transition. Later, visual
observation of velocity fluctuations measured by a hot
wire on the screen of a cathode-ray oscilloscope _¢as ao-
plied to determine transition. This method uses, essen-
tially, the fact that the flow in the transition region
alternates between a laminar (Blasius) and a turbulent
(v. Karman) profile. This causes largG _udden velocity
changes close to the plate - the so-called turbulent
bursts. The first appearance of these bursts was taken
as the transition criterion. The locations of the transi-
tion points determined in this manner a_ree satisfactorily
with points measured with the surface-tube tcchnlque,
_.rhere the minimum head (i.e., shear) is taken as trensitlon
criterion.

IV. INVESTIGATION OF THE FLOWALOhTGA FLAT PLATE

Before any attempt to determine the effect of curvature
on transition was made, the flow along a flat elate was
invest igat ed.

The purpose of this investigation was:

(a) To determine whether a stable laminar boundary layer
with a clearly defined transition ooint could be
obtained in a tunnel of the type shown in figure 1
(As mentioned before, it was found difficult to
determine transition on a flat plate in the tun-
nel of the Clausers.)

(b) To aetermine the Reynolds number of transition st
zero pressure gradient for this limiting case, r=_

(c) To develop the necessary tech_ique for the investi-
gation of the effect of curvature on transition

I. Mean speed distribution in the laminar boundar_ l_yer
was measured with the hot-wire ane:_ometer using the constant-
resistance method. The result is shown in figure 6.

The agreement with the theoretical Blasius. distribution
is very good. The wires were operated at low temperature
and the heat loss toward the glass plate is seen to be neg-
ligible, since even the points closest to the elate do not
show any marked deviation toward higher velocities.
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2. Transition Point

The transition point was determined by means of the
surface-tube technique. The pressure gradient was sot as
close to zero as possible; figure 5 shows the actual pres-
sure _istribution along the plate. The angle of attack
of the plato was set so th&t transition _ccurred at about
the same distance from _he loading edge on both sides of
the plate. The measured Heynolds number of transition
based on the distance from the leading edge was about

? x l0 e . Measurements with a "stable" angle of attack -

that is, turning the stagnation point _n the investig_ted

si&6 gave a Reynolds number of about 2.5 x l0 6 . The pres-

sure gradient in this latter case, however, was slightly

favorable and the increase in Reynolds number of transi-

tion is therefore Dossibly not due to angle-of-attack ef-

fect only.

These values are somewhat lower than Schub_'_uer and

skrc%mstad_ results (reference i_) for the same turbu-

lOOJu, + v + w
. For -- -- = 0.11 (the valuelencc level

U

of the free-stream turbulence of the present invcsti_:ation)

Schubauer and Skramstad i<ive: R x = 2.7 x i0 e . A possible

cxplan_.tion for this (]iscrcpanc_T is given in a later part

of this report.

3. Velocity- Fluctuations in the }3oundary La_,er

The velocity fluctuations, especially in the laminar

boundary layer and in transition, _,,rere studied in some de-

tail. All three components of the fluctuations have been

n_oasured. The results are strewn in figures 7 and 8. The

results of this investi_iation do not now seer_ to be of as

great interest as was thoui_ht to be the case %<hen these

measurements were carried out. This is duo to the discov-

ery of the laminar boundary-la_er oscillations which will

be discussed in a later part of this report. Onl_7 the

main concl-_[sions, therefore, are given hero:

It is seen from figures 7 _nd 8 that, in the laminar

layer v' and w' - that is, the fluctuations normal to

the mean flow - are 0f much smaller amplitude than is u I .

With increasing Reynolds number, u' , v' , w' increase in

the laminar layer, keeping about the same ratio of u':w':v w .

In the full_ developed turbulent layer, the values of
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v', w', and u' are of the _ame order. The large fluctua-

tions occurring in the transition region itself have to be

considered seDarately , since the larger Dart of these fluc-

tuations is due to a sudden change in mean speed rsther

than true random fluctuations _bout a mean value. Figure

/u
o illustrates the velocity fluctuations _hich may

be expected to occur in the trnnsition reFion: The mean

velocity distribution alternates between a laminar (Blasius)

profile and a turbulent (v. K_.rm_n) profileo The velocity

close to the wall will therefore suddenly rise from

(U)lamina r to (u)turbulent, dro_ again to (U)lamina r,

and so on,, The ve!ocit_ close to the outer edge of the

laminar layer does the same: but the whase is reversed

since here (see fig. 9) the turbulent mrofile gives a

_m_ller velocity than the laminar profile. This ex_lains

the two maximums found in the u_' distribution by some
u

investigators (references !6 and 17). Figure iO shows an

ozcil!ogram of these fluctuation_ observed near the wall.

The one-sided character is clearly seen. These turbulent

bursts are typical of transition and in later investiga-

tions transition was often determined by their aDpearance.

V. EFFECT OF CURVATURE OZ THE TRANSITION POINT

The effect of curvature on the transition ooint is

presented here, before a discussion of the laminar boundary-

layer oscillations is given. This choice was made as a re-

sult of the belief that the basic conceptions of the in-

fluence of curvature on transition, which led to this in-

vestigation, should be outlined first and compared with

the results of measurements of the transition point by

conventional methods. The investigation of the laminar

boundary-layer oscillations required a auite-different

technique_ and the scope of this second type of research

is rather different from that originally planned,

i. Effect of Curvature on the _ean Flow

in the Boundary Layer

The Navier-Stokes equations for two-dimensional mo-

t ion are :
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The theory of boundary-layer flow as_:umes that the
thickness 8 of tile lairur in which the viscous and iner-
tia terms are of tI_e same order i_ small compared with
the len,gth _ of the layer measured from the stagnation
point. Thus,

and

..-- < <. -.....
8x _ _y 8

v .!

u

iTeglecting terms 8/7, and highest, the boundar_r-!aycr equa-

tion results from (ia)

_u gu I _)p o u
u 8x + v .. _ +8y 0 5x

slnco the balsnce of v_scous and inertia forces i.r_ th_ l_yer

roq_].iros

2

All vc!ccltT" terms in .(Ib) :_r¢ o:!- the order

h_>nce it follows:

•'Sp 8

_3y

6/_ or hJ gher;

Consequently, the p resmurc gr_dient acro._s the lay_r for

plane motion is of ths or_.cr 8/_,, snd therefore it_ influ.

once On the mean speed distribuzion ncglectec!. Tile experi-

mental verification of t1_e co:uputed v_locity profile in

the case of the flat plato oroves those: a_sumption_ to be ,

just i fi c_d.

If curvature of the surface i t _ __. anon into account, it

follows that the pressure ;_cross the boundary layer is no

longer constant but that .there must exist a pressure gra-

dient to balance the ccntrifugsl _fOrcco If x denotes

the circumfercntial coor4!na_. _, y th_ normal distance

from the curved szrfacc, u and v the circumferential and

r_dia! ve_cit,v co::_ocn,_nts, z'cs-c_ctivel_ the bcundar_I-
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la_-cr carnation remains, in firs +. approximation, _ unolt_roO,

2ut there a_Ope_rs a second oq_.ation, _iving t!:e balance

bctvc.on ccntrifac, mi forces and. pressure _radiont _cross

c'_ _ f_+ for concave boundaries

Irl %_,'_ <- for convex boundaries
<z)

Hence there now exists a difference of pressure in the

ho_.ndar7 layer _ormal to the muan fio_._ of the order

AP 6~ _ ({)
% p u _: r

_hi,_: sko:,_s t" :_t t[_e e_'fect of curvcture skould deoend on

_he })<.r:;m_:ter 6.r. Since 8 is 4 function of the veloc-

ity U, the ?ara-_:_ter can be cha_'_.ged _.t a <civen radius of

ourvat?_r_ 117 _ • ,......•va.r}_inj t!'_s,sne,_d This makes au lures +_ _,a-

tion c f the effect of c_,,irvature over a _,_ride range of 6 "r

with <..iimitt_C nu!,:bu,r of te_t ol_tos _0o:;si%,l_. As a -orr_.c-

_ical _nr:-::_e,t,_r, _ is not _'- _- #:_r.icu!sr].;; suitable .q_nc '_

6 i:'. _"c.la_ively indefinite; & i--- tLei"efero replsoed b_;

c_t, her o _ fi_e dis_lacement _-i-_ ....ass of the %ound.a_

_avc _", _" o_ 'u, the ._.,o_enttlLq tkiokncss o _" _:,e layer

_he_ c:,_scri_'.:cntal check ._ho_,ed_ that the inflv. _n_,''eof

curvature on the mean velocity profile _¢as ne_ciigible

througho'._t the invosti_?_ted rani<o - that is_ u-D to

--= C.031. The vclocit[, _ profiles, measured on t<c curv_,,!

plat_ss_ _jrced vary ,_el! with tLe Blasius dist.,-ibutio.u

for the flat _olate. }-once, in all com]_utations the vcloc-

it-_ -orof_le is _a_can as the '3iasi;;.s Drofiic. _or.entv;:_

..... d di o" _ ,....._'_ _o_acenlont thickno_m _'_'oro thus t-_]<on as:

: s-j 9

• ',/ U-
_Of _[?_09%t\St[

<. _ffe. ct of r, v_+• _ur .,,.,ure on 3c._ndary-_.ayer _ransition

The follo',.,inc consideration of the stabilit.v of curved

":_'_l:_Z-:r:....!a_or f19_,,, is &u.e to 2,aj,_lei@_h (reference i$) and

r t,?:o radiu.s ;;,_" c,_rvature, i_ assumed to be large corn-
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Prandtl (reference 19). Consider a particle of flt_id in
the boundary layer having s. velocity Uoo The equilibrium
condition (equation (3)) glves._

OUof = ±

If this particle is displaced from its original position

in the y (or r) direction, it enters a layer in which

the velocity is, say, ul, and therefore

PUl _ ±

during this motion the particle h_s to conserve its angu-

lar momentum u r. For small 6/r, r can be assumed as

constant throughout the lmyer_ Hence, u = u o. Consider

first the concave side of the plate: If the nmrticle is

moved outward from the wall

OU020u__A_1>

!rl !rl

Hence: the centrifugal force _cting on th_ dish, laced parti-

cl_ is less than theft _cting on the surrounding fluid, and

under the influence of the oressure gru.dient the warticle

tends to move further in the same direction_ If the _rti-

Ollo2 O_Ol 2

cle is displs, ccd inward ---> and the narticle has
Ir! !ri

n gain the tsniency to continue in the same direction; th,_t

is, the flow appears to be unst_ble. On the convex side

of the plate, the same considerations show that the flow

should be stabilized. Based on this consideration, tran-
sition was expected to be delayed on the convex side of a

curved sheet and precipitated on the concave side. It is

interesting to note in thi_ connection that the fl_t-plate

boundary layer has to be considered slightly convex curved

since the second-order 7_res_ure _'_adient across the !a_rer is

equivalent to a slight convex curvature.

\ r./ 8x u _Jx x

17ow for the Biasius layer:
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hence

I'I" ._
< 0

1 (5)

X ,,._

1 (6)
r R

x

The exi2erimental results of transition measurements

on the convex and concave sides of the r = 20-foot plate

together with the results on the flat plate are presented

in figure Ii, The Reynolds number of transition R_
etr '

based on the momentum of thickness 4, is plotted _s

function of _/r.. }[egatlve values of _/r correspond to

concave, positive values to convex curvature.

It is seen that the ._eynolds number of transition on

the convex side of the r = .20-foot 7_l_,te does a_ree,

_.Jithin the exoerimental scatter, with the result found for

the flat lol_te_

Concsve curvature is seen to have _ m_.rked destabiliz-

ing effect on the boundary layer. The values for R_
9tr

found on the concave side of the r = 20_foot _late are

con._iderably lower than the values for the flat plate and

decrease with increasing ?.

The transition _oint-was then investi_2.ted on the con-

vex side of the r = 50-inch plate at different free-
stream velocities o.nd thus :_.t different values of _/r.

The values of _/r v,hich could be reached in this way ex-

tended from -_ = 0.6 x i0 -'3 to about _o0 x 10 -3 ; that

is. they are _.bout one order of magnitude larger than

those obtainable with the 20-foot plate (fig_ ll), The

first me,.i,_surements led to the surorising result that the

Reynolds number of transition decreased from a value of

R x = 2,2 x l06 at the smallest value of @/r, to about

0. 5 X 106 at the hi_ihe._t value of @/re

Although the hi_3"hest transition Reynolds number thus

found corresponded very well to the measurements on the

flat plate and on the 20-foot plate, the sudden decrease
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in Reynolds number was suspected of being cause8 by an in-
fluence other than the c_irvature, Since the lowest values
of the critical number were measured at the lowest s_eed
an'/ ' ,thus at the greatest distance from the leading odco of

the plato, an influence of the sT_roading of turbulence

from the turbulent bound_ry !aycr on the outer (concave)

;.:all inward toward the center plate was s_spected as the

factor c_%usinL_ the early transition at low speeds. _oas-

urements of the t'ttrbui_:nco levc,! close to the odce of the

laminsr oo_tn,.tar la_er of th.3 ccrtcr p!'%te showe8 5hat

this as._u_Iption was _orrect Yi_uro 12 gives th_ result

of this surv_y.. It is soon that the tuzbulencc level

ul/U is nearly constant end equel to the normal freo-

_troam level of shout 00G _ _r_ent uo to .... 60 centime-

_ers. Farther downstream, _th._ turbulence lovei increases

ra_idly t,t a vnluo of 0.75 percent at x = IZ5 centime-

ters.< Th- s incr£aso in turbulence level is certainly

l'_rge enouch to decrease the valu_ of the critical numboro

An attempt could bc made to correct these transition

m_.a,_urements b[,_usin,,_ the results of the I_.B.S. on tLc in-
fl_nce of the fre_:-stream-turb_iencc level on the ![ca-.

_ion of tl_e transition Doint _ _' . . _,uc_ a correction_ however.
i_ rather doubtful for the follow_n_ reasons-: The meas-

urenents at _he _iiB.S. were made _,,ith a turbalence level

ver_- nearly c_n-_tant alonj the isminar boundary layer from

the leadin,j effce to the transiti n point. In the curved

tunnei, _he boundary layer is influenced bj a turbulence

level _-_hich is constant up to a certain distance from the

leading edge and increases steadily thereafter, Further-

more_ the spectrum of the t_rbulence will have a certain

influence :_nd it is _here_or_ uot certain if the }_._2,S.

results are directly aoplieab!e.

it is believed that the measurements up to about

_--r-' 0_001 are not aonrcciably__, affected-_ by this spread of

turbulence, The combined rest[Its of the measurements on

the flat plate, the 90-foot, and the ZO--inch nlate (up to
-3 ,

--= !0 2 a_e plotted in fi<ure IJ Convev curvature

has apparently no a]_prociable effect on the point of tran-

sition from the laminar to the turbulent stere of the

boandary layer,

The spre,_d of turbulence from the boundary layer along

the concave wall is interestin_ and _,,,orth an investigation,

osoecially since this problem might occur in the design of
closed return low-turbulence wind tunr_els_
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The influence of conch.re curvature is in agreement
with the consideration of Rayle]gh and Prandt!, discussed
above, This result, together wit i: the lack of an_Tsta-
bilizing effect of convex curvature, suggests that the
mechanism of transition is tl'e sa_e for the flat plate _nd
the convex curved surfaces, but different from the mechan-
ism leading to transition on concave surfaces. That the
boundary layer on the flat plate does not represent the
exact limit between concave and convex curvature, but is
to be considered as sT ightlv convex was nointed o_,t above

This consideration leads logically to _ more detailed
investigation of the mechanism of transition°

VI. BOUZDARY-LAYERSTABILITY

I= Theoretical Discussion

The question _s to the stabilit_ of a given lamine, r
velocity distribution is one of the most important and,
m_tthomatica!ly, most difficult _roblems in fluid mechan-
icz_ To treat the problem ans,lytically, the following
assumntions are generally made:

(I) The mean velocity u
only a function of

is parallel to
Y

x snd is

(2) The perturbation velocities u _, v', and w' are

considered so small that souares and higher-

order terms of u_/u, and so forth, can be

neglected

Since assum_otion (2) leads to linear differential

equations, u _, v', and w _ can be chosen as simple func-

tzons (for ex_.m_ole, harmonics) and the general perturba-

tion can be built up as the sum of these simple functions.

If the motion is found to be unstable - that is, if u',

v _, and w' increase with time, the theory can only be ex-

pected to hold for the initial state; that is, as long as

u' v I and w I are so small th_C the !ine_,r a_proxim_,tion
i ' "(2 is a_??].ieable. Hence, a theory based on the above

assumption is able to predict the breakdown of l_,minar

flow but not able to give the development of turbulent

f!ow_ since this involves a change in the basic profile

and represents, therefore, a nonlinc-%r phenomenon.
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In connection with the curvature effect on transition,

two types of oertuz'bation fluctcations which i:.a_e boon tho-

oretically investig_Lt6d are of main interest;

(a) The two-dimensional perturbation givon by the

stream fu_ c [.ion

,II(x,:_.t): _(y) _-i(¢_-x-_t) (8)

where r_ is taken as real, _ as comolcx, D = _r + i_i

(b) The three-dimen£_iona! perturbation given by.

,' B.t
u' _' (_) cos _,z) o"= 1

v' = __(y) cos ,:_z) e_t

" w" = 'Wz(y) sin f_z) o _'t

(9)

1" "j+,_ OS.wher_ both _, and _ a_.-e real n_an_ ...

(_. T'siu._ t,}:c a_sampt_ons"(])_ ._ and ('"_,.,_ andthe _bo-,

dimcrsion_l p,_,rtur'c._ti, on (8j., ,the iTa'.:ior-

Stokes eq_.atior, can be redu.oed to tLe so-
call e,fl Soi_merfclct eqyation'

',u-c) (_p".-_©) u"cp ' i_ ( IV' _ --- _ - 2_m '' + __o) (i0)

• 4

where the real psrb of' c = ,m .,-s tk-e phase velocity of

the ':...,rave"(equation (8)). T". nL, _3etermin_tJ. on of _"_ from

ecuation (I0) for a 5;i_cn U(_,-) -_n,l-;-iven boundary con-.

_, . sl .... o of _., c, andditions is culv possible for ccrtain-_ " ....'

a cha.racteris_ic Reynolds nu:fibcr of the problem. The sign

of tL-e imaginary part of thesa "'<.i_.:;eavaluesI'for c deter-

mines whether the .gerturcstio,_ J.s nositively or nej_tively

damped., since

[_r ,+ i$i = c_ (Cr + ici)

hence
I/(x,.y,t) = Cp(,_)_, e _'ci e i_z(x-crt)

It is seen from .equation (]O) t._at for iar.:ic values of

Reynolds number, the right sJ:le of ti_e Sommcrfeld equation

becomes very 'small..Hence,, j.n " he limit Z{.-_o_ tl_e fric-

ticnless oCrt_irbation- equa_,ic, n
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tt
(u-c_, (q_ -_ qD) - u".. = 0 (!i _,,

remains.

Experimental ev_deuce shews that instability of lami-.

n_r flo,_: ,-an or_lv be ex:,ec:,_i =or [a.:t' Fe_r:-_.o_ds numbers,
b.... _ -:,h" : diffeuui_,:_nce a _ener.it] solution _:,f .],_:,;'I,_ )t; .. ..... z

ssymptot _ c sc,_'t:f,._:_",...... of , Ou _.,_ or ( ' '-'",', _:,_ i:_ '(4e R . .P,oua-...
t,_cn C!i) o,_:t Le tai.em a:" !,r_,fti. T:,g t'_:e for R --_oo. But

here there occ,.;.rs .-. d_.¢L'i,:ult.v c_ue to bhc ±'_c'_ th- _-,.o __s
i,/

equatic_ (1l) the t,:rm of hi,qAes_ o,,'de:- % is ur. glected,

H:_uce it has t.o b¢ sl".o'_,:_ tha:_ so] _0i. on_ of eq.uatloL (LI.)

corr_s,:'_nd to tr ,_ eovrr,/to_i_ _s]_',('_.D of e_:uet.i_:n fiOj

l<: ity c:r i:_ al'..,.._:,rg smaller' thD.n :,he m_:_m;a:._ _2..[::e of
_--" E. .__-s the_e exists a singularity r_f oqua-'; ( ,. 7 , Ol'_.i_e(]_!o _-

t. lcn ("i)... s.t the _oint Y = Yc v.,.'-_,re u - ¢r = 0 i_
It _,1 ¢: 0 .

In the first attempts at solution by Raylci_;h (refer-

ence hi), only equation {iii) was considered° The singular-

ity was avoided b/ approximating the profile u(:_) by a

p'_lygen. The result of Raylei_h's investigation wes that

-orofiles where u" changed sign were unstzb!e. Since in
•_r_._t_ on (I0 _ the influence of friction on the o_._rturba -

tion is neglected, a dynamic instability Yor certain pro-
files w_s thus found. Tollmien (reference 7) h_s shown

that Ra_Flcigh's result ,,,as not duo to the approximations

of the continuous profile by a polygon, and that the

ch_nge in sign of u" is a sufficient condition for dy_

namic instability. Hence, profiles where u" changes

siFTn are always found to be dynamically unstab]e,

Prandtl (reference 26) and Tietjens (reference 21)

investigated the influence of friction on dynamically un-

._tab!e profiles. The influence of viscosity _¢as restrict-

ed to a small layer close to solid walls: The profile

_,ras a;zain approximated by a polygon. Prandtl and Tietjens

found that the influence of friction was dostabiiizin_£;

nrofiles found dynamically stable became unstable if fric-

tion was taken into account. The discovery of this vis-

cous instability is of great importance in view of thu

fact that experimental evidence shows that viscosity _s a

decisive factor in the devo!opment of turbu]ence, How-

ever, Prandtl and Yiet jens' result ghve instability for

_Ii Roynold_ numb_rs, _ hich does not acrce _.ith experimen-
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tal results. Tcllmien (reference ll) extended Prandtl
and Tietjcn's work by considering a continuously curved
profile. In this case viscosity has to be taken into ac-
count close to solid surfaces and in the neighborhood of
the singularity of _equation (ll)

Tollmien investigated a_ approximation to the Blasius
profile and found =_staOility for a small range of frequen-
cies above a cert_liu criticaT_ R_-yaolds number. $ch]ichting
(rei'orcncc 12) extended To!Imicr:'_ theory and computed the
amplification the a_plit_:dc d_t<-ibution, and so forth,
of the ":lango_ous _ frequencies. TollmionI_ results ,,,ere

not generally a_;ceptea since there was no experimental ev-

idence that freau_ncy and wave length, rather than amplitude,

bring about the breakdown cf the lam._nar layer and _ince

regular waves, _uch as should bc exwected acco.,dlng to the

' theory_ were not obse.tved exnerimenta]!y. Furthermore, the

metP_d of joiuing the solutions of ecuatio._ (ll) with the

solutions of e_uatio_ (i0) in _me neighoorhoo_, of the sin-

gu]arity _._,asconsidered mathematical]y not convincing°

The discovery of the laminar boundary-layer osci!la-

tio_s by Dryd_n_ Schuba_ler, a,_d $kL_am_tad (reference ]_4 ),

_nd the aEreenent of the measured characteristics of these

csclllations ._'ith the theoreticsl results of Tel]mien and

&zhliehting pr,_'e the vaild_t, _ of Tollmien'_ assumpt'.ons.

Hence, the mechanism cf lar_inar boundary-layer instab_llity

on the flat _lat, e cmn be cons_dcz_e_ known.

The effect of curvature." on disturbances of the form

of cqustion (8) was theoreticall_/ lnvestigated by Schlicht-

i_.._ (re_erence_ _£2), who con_ercd_ the flo_._• _n a _otating

-_' " "as] n,%" he ,_ec_._.znder t sar._e o normal mebhod as Tcl!mien

Schllchting foun¢ a s].ii_htiy st;:.LliizSng effect of curva-

ture (cnl_,_ convex cur'_a_ure wa_. co.,_sidcred) on the v_scous

instability. G_rtler (refer<ncc _._) in_sti_3t_d the in-

fluence of both concave and. co.nve:_ curvature on dynamic

iustabiiity _,,ith respect to t,,,ro-dimcn_ional disturbg.nces

(equation(8)_ He obteined the rcs'_it, that velocit7 pro-

files whore u" + u!_ changes _ign are unstable (r posi-
r

tire for convex, nciative for concave curvature) .

Since for bounda_y-!aycr profiles in the absence of a

pressure ,_radient u" <_ O, u' k O, xt follows tr_s_ a nro-

file :_.,hich is dynamically stable for two-dimensional ner-

turbations on concave -_-_d f]_t ,.-alls can bc dynamically

unstmblc on convex w_.lls. Thi_, c_'fect, t}_crcfor,.,, is in
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Aire "_ oD_._o_ition to the _imD7 <_ c,,_nsidern.tions of _aylei_-_ _

_n< vl (See sec. . ;

It is interesting to note theft both Tollmienls crite-

rion for dynamical ins t_.b_litj, _" = O, and C_Srtierls

L !

critorion for curved flo:f, u" _ - O, corresnond to the
r

statement that, if the vorticity has a maximum within the

]_yer the motion in unst._.%ie ,rith respect to perturbations

of the form (erluation (g)).* Thi_ sug¢:ests that the dyn:_mic

instability of the t_0-dimensionAl perturb otions is due to

vortex forces. It will be <een l_ter thnt the ?_ayle_gh-

Pr_ngt_ cons iclerat ion acrees _,_i+h com_utations repn_din_:

instability with respect to Derturb%tions of the form

(equation (9)).' Since the direction of the nertur%ation vor-

t[_i_y of equ:_tion (9) is ecsenti_ll. _ norm' i to the menn

_ort(city, little effect of vortex interaction should here

Tl_e three-dimensionol perturbation (e_uaticn (9))

w_s first _tudied by C-. I. Tnylor (reference

2_) in hi_ investigations of the flow in rotnt-

in/: cyl[nderSo G$'rtler (reference I0) com-

_outed the stability of curved boundamy-layer

flou* with respect to these three-diner siena!

vort i c es

For r > > 8, ne(_lecting terms (6/r) _ and big'her,

and neclecting all ch_.n_es '_ith x, the boundary-layer

ecustions and the continuity eq_._ation become:

-- + V -- + W --

_t _y _z

u _ I _P

_,.._ _,, _ _ _p
-- + V --- + W .....

_t _y _z p _z

__Y _ Y + _}Z = 0

'.37 r _ z

4- t) ! ---- +

*u" + u' _ 0 exp:_eszes the condition of m_ximum vorticity
r

if t_r_ ,._.... with i/r _ ,_re ne_-!ected.. , _s is essent_ally._

done in C-brtler's work.
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Putting

u = u(y) + u'

_¢here i11 V I _,|

the pre _ sv,re
are _" b @_ _ ,_iven y _uaoion (9) and nutting

P = p(y) + _4(_:)"cos ,fa ) e

c_uation (12) becomes

_i + _ -@'
dy

2u I d_
[_'__ + _ .-- +

- r

co Y-i

_t

p dy

_3

_d_i
= D i

_dy

_ dy

d2_3 _

I d_

dy

(13)

E!i:_.inat ing _.j, and Y,_ fror_ "__uat i on

d i
D

dy s

#+#_,_) _z = _,,_ ___Eu
.... dy

13), one obtains

2_'_u
dy _ dy c i

These simultaneous esuaticns to,_ether _.,it]- the bound':_ry

conditions again pre_ent e.n ;_eigeuvalue _' ._r_blem for ¢_ _,

r, and _ cl'-aracteristic iteyno!ds number. The sign of

determines stability or instability; _ = 0 corresponding

to the stability limit. OSrtler transforms equstion (14)

into inte_ral equations and obtains the a-ooroximate eigen-

v_,lues by _eans of the meikcd of determinants.

The main results of his anals"sis can be summarized as

fol!o',,s :

(I) Curvature and Reynclds number enter only in the

combination R6 _,' r



Instability _ that is_ positive values for _ -
are only possible on concave _ails.

(3) Instability on conccve walls occurs above a cer-

taln critical value of R 8 J_ for s limited

range of the parch,meter _6; that is, the r_tio

of wave length to boun_[ary-layer thickness.

GOrtler applies his method to various velocity

profiles including the stralght-line profile

end one profile having an inflection point.

He finds the instability region little af-

fected by the Shape of the basic profile if

the momentum thickness _ is taken as the

c?_aracteristic length.

Ggrtler's _,_ork on the stability of boundary layers

_,_Ith respect t_ the Taylor vortices (e_uation (9) consid-

ers a dynamic instabilit_z _ithout neilecting viscosity.

The results therefore differ from the investigations con-

cerning the dynamic instability of the two-dimensional

perturbation (equation (8)) of To!Imien's (refer_nce 7) and

C ortler' s (refer_nc_ o ) extension to curved flow, wmere

viscosity is neglected entirely and therefore no critical

Reynolds number obtained. The difference in the role

_Thich viscosity plajs in the dynamic instability computed

with inclusion of viscous forces, and in the true viscous

instability of Tollmien, can be seen from tlle computed

stability limit in these t_,ro cases (figs.14 and 15). For

increasing i_, @grtler's instability region increases;
Tollmien I becomes smaller.

For the limit R------>oo TolimienLs instability van-

ishes; Gortler's, however_ does not. A very interesting

and important theoretical problem would be the investiga-

tion of dynamic instability with respect to the plane

disturbance (equation (8)) including t?:e influence of vis-

cosity.

The main result of To!imien's theory, which can be

checked experimentally_ is evident from figure 14" Xssume

that a plane disturbance of a given frequency is excited

at some distance from the leading edge of the plate. A,_ a

_rU

_iven mean speed the parameter Ue and the Reynolds num-

ber R •
61 corresponding to f and x, respectively_ are
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thus given (fig. 14). This wave, traveling at constant
freq,_.ency downstream, describes a straight line parallel
to tile Re* axis in figure 14. The Tollmien theory pre-
dicts that this wave should decrease in amplituSe from
(Re*) z to (Re*) 2, increase i_ amplitude from (Re*) 2 to

(R,$*) 3 and again decrease for RS* > (R_*) 3.

dort]er's vortex theory for concave :vails gives an
analogous result Since ir 8ortler's theory the wave
le,_A'tb..._ is the characteristic ou_ntity, assume a vortex of

given ":,'_ve length origi:_atJn_ st a point corresponding

( # _/'_"_ in figure 15. This vortex traveling do:vn-to R - iIr
% •

str_e,m d_scribe_ the line A-B in the diagram (fig. 15).

A¢:ain damoinc _:,ill occur from l_ t° \R_ v r)"_ :'\ _,V r_,, 1

from R the ar.,npli'_ude "-'ill incre._.se till the vortex

\. _Vr,, a , . T7 \
leaves the inst_bilit:,, zone at /R /_'

2, Experimental i<csults

The discovery of re_uler oscil].-_tions.in the" laminar

boundar}.: layer by Dr,.'_ien, $chu. b_==er, and S_:remstad g_ve

the J.m,-.ulse Sor -_ e_oser .cud7 o+" velocity fluctuation_, in

ti{e leminar layer. Duri.n_<; th_ i:v,,esti_:ation of-the flow

past tLe flat plate, only _oor_, Jc appearanc.es of r egnlar

flucOuations clo_e to tra._sition were obs_'rvcd. I'_o mees-

urements of freq-=cncj, ._nd _o forth, :',ere carried out. On
tb.e cow, vex side of the r = 2,C.--foot clare, ho:':ev_r, the

rc_,ular w_ve was observed. ':,it_-,:_ut___nv._ _ifficult,_. ;The

velocity/ fluctuations for % _i:.,':t_ncoof about ] foot upstream of

tLe be,Lin:_in£ of tr_noitio_ h_& the a-ppeara_co of r._uier

sirr.,_soidal aavcs, in crc_,si_g i_ empli-tudo downstream.

These i'luctu_tions _re the '_natural" e_:cited bou_-_dary-

_:-_ramsis2er oscillations discussecL L/ Schubauer end _...... ad

(reference 14).

_ o tur 1 os illst__._e_e ns a c ..ons -",re excited by disturbances

,in the free stream. They depend ;_ot only o_ the magnitude

but also on the frequency dkstribution in the free-stream

turbulence or noise level. This is probably the reaso_ for

the d.iscrepancy bet_':een the Re_no!ds number of transition

o:. the flat plat_ es four.d in this research as compared
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with Schubauer and Skramstad's values for the same turbu-
lence level. The frequency distribution depends on f_ctor:_
like the number of propeller blades, the revolutions per
miqute, and so forth, and therefore it is very probable
that the distribution in the GALCIT tunnel is quite differ-
ent from the one in the _,B.S. tunnel. Hence, it seems
possible th__t transition in the GALCIT tunnel wss orec_3-
i_ated due to an Llnfavorab]e freouency distribution in
the external distu_'bance level, Spectrums of the noise
obtained v_iLh a sound ana!_/zer sho',_,ed oronounced _naxin_ums
in the range of dangerous freqi_encies.

The freouency of these oscillations could be _neesured
bF anal2 zing the hot.wire output _lith a _ound analyzer or
by direct comparison of the hot-v_ire outout with the out-
cut of _ cslibr_t,_d electric oscillator on the oscillo_cooe
_cr_en. In s, r_e:nent with the E.B, S. results, it was
found tnst the measured frequencies followed closely the
upper stability limit of Tollmien. _ To stud_, the charac-
teristics of the wave _:_ore closely and to investigate
w±,ether the stability zone on the convex plate agreed u,ith
th_ results of the N.B.S. on the'flat olate, several _eth-
ods of exciting the wave artificially were emoloyod.

(a) A lattice of from four to six thin (0.006-in.
di_leter) wires stretched" 8t regular iutervals norm,_l to
the direction of the f lo,._ over the surface of the plate
was fir_t used to excite the oscillations. Very regular
waves could be obtained ....,ith this regular roughness. Fi._-
uro 16 shows some of these regt_lar fluctuations excited
with the wire lattice. The frequency of these fluctu,_tions
could be easily measured and compared with Tollz_ien_s sta-
bility limit. Figure 17 shows the result of these measure-
ments. It is seen that all observed frequencies which shou'
increasing amolitude £all within the Tollmien-Schlichting
instability zone or closely bel end the u0per limit. In
two cases it ':,as oossib!e to :_easure the frecuency of s
wave in the stable region, that is, a wave which was ex-
cited by the lattice and aied out in the stable region;
these tv;o ;oo_nts are marked "stable" in figure 17.

k

Attemots to _',easure the _ave length of the wave were

made in the follo_ing way: Tv:o ho_ wires _,_ere mountea _t

*A detailed discussion of these laminar osciliatio_.s is

siren in Schubauer and Skraustad_ s paper. Therefore, o_I,_'
results where either the flow conditions or the _echnique

of observation differs from the Schubauer and Skramstad

researc/n are presented in detail.

_OT REPRODUCIBLE
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the same distance from the pl_te (Ay = O) at a distance

of b centimeters from each other (Az = 3 cm). One of the

wires :Tas held _t a fixed distance x from the leading
edge (and hence, from the lattice), the other .vas moved

along on the carriage. A olane _ave traveling along x

should give a definite correlation between the outout of

these wires, depending on the r_tio _x, where Ax de-

notes the distance between the wires, k tD.e wave length

of the oscillation. Fi,gure 18 shows two oscillograms of

the t:vo hot-_;_ire out.outs for _x = i and _x = i/2. _he
k k

difference in phase is clearly visible. This method csn

be used to determine the "ave length of the disturbance. *

The method of excitin< the oscillation u_itil the '_Tire

lattice is not _,,_'ellsuited for sn exact study of the sta-

bility limit since the excited freouency cannot be con-

trolled at will. It does, ho_vever, si_o'_ t_,_8t roughness

elements can excite these ol_ne waves in the bourdary layer,

that these waves increase in amplitude :-then traveling

through the instability region, _.nd that they finally u'iil

lead to transition if the s_mclification is sufficiently

l_rge. This influence of rou,_hness on transition led to

- somewhat :-_ore detailed studj of the influence of a single

roughness elenent on the ]sminar layer. The resul_s of

this investi_ation are 9r¢se_:ted later on.

With respect to the _ffect of curvature on transition,

the results obtained _,_ith tile ;_ire lattice sho:,_ that the

mechanism of la.<_inar instability on the convex side of the

r = 20 foot plate is the same a_ Schubauer _nd S]<r_mstsd

fou,ld for the flat _late. Fi_;',_re 17 shows furtLer t'_.at the

stability limit for the curved :_late c_nnot differ "_ery
much from the limit found on Lhc fl_t elate.

(b) The method of Schubauor and Skrsmstad was next

used to obtain more exact d._ta r_arding the stability

limit of Tollmion-Schlichtin.c w_es on the cuffed w_ll:

A ohosphor-bronze ribbon about 12 inches long, 1/_ inch

wide, stud O.O0_i inch thick w_s soldered to thin piano wire

_It is naturally oossiblo to detcruine the correlation

coefficieut in the convention._l manner by addiu6 _nd sub-

tracting the hot u'ire out,_uts before the amplification.

Ho_ever, the method hero i_r_._tcd _i_ivcs a some_:'hat cie_r-
er visualization.



and stretched normal to the flow over the surf_.ce of the

plate, T_;;o us oar spacers about l0 inches apart kept tho

ribbon at a distance of ._ fe:_ thousandths of an inch fron_

the surface of the plate. An electromagnet mounted on the

concave side of the plate _ro&_ced a fairly strong mag_etic

field in the center of the riobon. The outout of _n elec-

tric-_l oscillator was fed over a oo-/;er amplifier into the

ribbon 8nd thus gave rise to forced oscillations of the

ribbon in the _-_agnetic field.

The freoucnc£ of the ribbon-e_:cited boundsry-19yer

oscillation could be measured in the same way as in the

case of the natural oscillations and the :-;ayes from the

_ire lattice. The ",','avelength, hoverer, could be obtai_ed

in a much simpler ";;ay: The out0ut of the oscillator which

drove the ribbon was connected to the horizo_t_l; the hot-

',-ire outout, to t-_e vertical deflection plates of a cathode

ra} oscillosco_e. Hence, the ohase shift bet_,een the rib-

bon oscillation and the velocit 7 fluctuation picked up by
the hot wire is a function of the ratio of the dista_ce

ix betweei_ ribbon and hot ,Tire and the wave length h of

the wave. The Lissajou figure on the oscilloscope scree_"_

will therefore change periodically/ _-;hez_ the _';ire is moved

alo-_g x and repeat itself every time the wire is shifted

one u, ave length. Hence, the measure_:.ent of the ,,,;.-"_-,;e lenjth

requires o_}.l_: one hot wire and a :neasure_zent of a leugtl u.

If the freouency f and the ':,'ave length k are kno'..'n,

_rW Cr- of the Tolll_ien-Schlichting
the oarsmeters _-, a$*, U

t'neor$¢ can be comouted, To coordinate the results '._'ith

the instability zone the amplification of the oscillatioi_

dov;nstream from the ribbon h_s to be investigated. This

';;as dor.e by measuring the amplitude of the fluctuation :-ith

t_.e not u_ire at various distances downstream from the

ribbon. Figure 19 shows a t$_pical res_.lt. The relative

fluctuation amolitude for several freouencies is plotted

as a function of the distance from the ribbon. It is seen

tl_,t so-:_e frequencies increase in amplitude downstream.

T!,e amolitudes of the fluctuations ,-*ith f = 250 and

f = G00 first increase and then decrease,the fluctuation

with f = 50 first decreases and then increases in amoli-

tude. Hence, the extremes of this diagram denote the

stability ii:_it: the Reynolds number R_ _, corresoondi:_g

to a minimum of amplitude, together _Tith the f=-cquency pars.meter

--- for the respecti_;e frequency, determine one -ooint on
U a

the loner stability limit of figure 14. _aximums determine

points on the uoper stability li,.:_it.
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(c) During the investigatioh of the effect of a single
rou_:_ness element on the lamin,_r layer (see sec. VII), it
w_s uotic_d that sound waves had a oronounced effect on the
unstable inflection-po.int profiles orevaiiing in the ,_ake
of the obstacle. Hence, the rou_.<hness element together
with a loud-speaker csn be used in place of the vibrating
ribCon. A few measurements have been made with this device.
However, the m_thod is limited to low Reynolds numbers
since at l_igher Reynolds number_ transition take_ place in
the _','ake of the obstacle.

Figures 20 to 22 show the results obtsined from meas-
urements on the convex side of the r = 20-foot plate. It
Is seen that the results agree well with the messurements
of the N.._.S. on the flat plste. A slight shift of the
stability re_ion to_.Isrd hi_bher values of R_* h_rdly ex-
ceeds the scatter. _leasurements of the stability limit on
ti_e convex side of tile r = _0-inch pl_tle were also made.

The region near the critical Reynolds number was c=_iefly

iuvcstigated to check if fhe slight shift in the stability

limit was again present. Figures 2'3 to 25 show the results.

_he shift toward higher RS* _s comDAred _#ith the N.I_. S.

results is again noticeable.

The influeuc_, of curv._ture on the stsbility limit is

,_o small that it is a Dosteriori "_,?mstified to olot the re-

_]ult_ of ei! measur_mci_ts on on_ curved cl-_tc to_!ethcr in

soitc of the fact that_ since d if_fercn:t points were meas-

ured _t different bou,:_dary-lsyer thicknesses, the parsmeter

_/'r is not the same for all _oints. Withi_ the accuracy

of measurement,this difference e_n be n_,gl_o_ed; hence

_he measurements on the r = 2C-foot :plate and on the

r = 3G-inch pi_te can be con_dcred as measure_cnts with

= I0- and _-= lO , r_sp_ctively. A com.oarison of
r r

these results with the com_'_utations of Schlichting (refer-

ence 22 ) regarding the influence of curvature on the
m_

__oilmien instability is somewhat aifficult, since

Schlichting's bssic _,elocity Drofile is not the s_me as

that of Tollmien. Hence, the absolute magnitude of the

critical Re_,nold_ _ui_ber is different (for _- = 0 the
r

flat olate, Schiichting finds R_ • = 1-530 as comoared
-'cr '"

with Tollmien's value of 420). _[owever,. the relative

influemce of curvature on the c::it ical number can be com-

pared: Th_ criticsl Re_,,no!ds number for th_ r = 30-inch
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plate where the instability limit is more accurately
measured than on the r = 20-foot _.l_te is about R6*

cr

= 600 as comoared, with Re*cr = 450 measured by Schubaucr

and Skramstad on the flat ciate. Schlichting (reference 2T)

finds at @ - 0 RS* = ]500 _nd at _ - 0.004 R$* : 1960.
-- -- ' cr "" ' crr r

Linear interpolation thus _iv_s for @' '- 0,001, Re*cr -- 1640.
r

Hence, the shift in the critical numoer is of the same order,

Further conclusions cannot be drawn since the experimental

accuracy in determinin_ the lower i_stability lim._ t is very

poor end since tl_e velocity orofile in tlie theory differs

from the one met in the experiment.

A detmiled invest ig8t ion of flow east a conca,_e ,_,_all

has _ot yet been carried out. hence, an e:_oeri:_.ental check

of 6-ortler's _tability limit siluilar to the investigmtion

of the Tolimien-Sc]_iichting wave cmnnot yet be given. Hou'-

ever_ a few conclusions based on measurements on the concave

side of the r = _0-foot plate can be ,_iven here:

(8) The Toilmien-Schlichting waves were not observed

o_i the concave sid_ of the r -- 20-foot plate

(b) %he critical oarameter of Gortler's theory is

R@ _r' If the _:_easure-<.e_ts oresented_ in f_f_ur6_ Ii are

replotted so as to _4ive R_ : against _- instead of
_, cv r/t r r

/ ,/"_tr against 6 it is seen from figure 26 that R_ -6_\',
r-' \- ' 7/t r

is closely constant for all @- meas'ared; oni_ ....for the

smallest values of '_ does ,_R _ decrease. This

r \ 7/tr
@ _for --- 0 has to

l_.tter decrease is e_-::pected since P'_tr r

R /_ 8th_ve a finite v_lue. The absolute value of @

transition is appreciably isrger tha_ Gortler's stability

limit; R_ 7.3 at transition as compared v,ith R_vr

=-0.58, the tLeoretic_,.1 critical number. This, however,

is no discrepancy between theory _nd exDerime_t, since the

limit of stability means only that certain vortices can be

amoiified from here on. Transition, hov_e_er, means that

the perturbatio_s become large enough _o cause _ complete
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7brea'_aown of orderly laminar flov,,. This difference is

e_act, iy the same in the flo,v along a flat plate _herc the

stability limit of the Tollmien-Schlichting wave is about

R6_cr = 450 but the layer can rer_ain laminar u o to values

of R6_ of the order of 3000.

(c) A third argument which suoports the assumption

that transition on concave _'alls is caused by Taylor-Gortler

vortices is given in the discussion of the effect of an_dile

of attack l_ter on.

The r_sults of the experimental investigation of

boundary-layer stability agree and support the results

found for the transition ooint: Transition is little

affected b;/ convex curvature in tb.e investigated range from

_--- 0 to t%_ -_ 0.001 because• the Tollnzien-Schlichtin_ waves
r r

which bring about the bre_,1-do_vn of the laminar layer are

onl;/ ,_li_shtly affected by curvsture. Transition is _ffect_;d

b,_ couc_ve curv_ture because,in _,ddition to the Tollmien-

Schiichting '.,av-o,a strong dynamic instability enters. To

_}_ivc azi Idcr, of the ma_nitude of this destabilizing effect

of concave curvature, consider an _,irfoil of camber X

u'ith a chord S. The r_dius of curvature of the airfoil

_s _pproximat ely:

r - i S
8 K

__Te_.lecting the influence of press_re gradient,the maximum

momentum thickness of the boundary, layer is

_' U

_ _',

r I_

Transition ,;:as found to occur for R_

hence Kj_ s - 20

For ,exam-ole, n,ith 2-oercent camber, the Reynolds number

above which the curvature effect determines transition is

6

R s - i0
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Hence, it is seen that under certain conditions concave
curvature can have a stroi;L_ influence on transition. It
,<_ust be ;oointed out, of course, tn_t most modern airfoils
have no concave curvature wher_ the boundary l,_yer would
be laminar.

This is obviously only a crude estimate. To ne@,],ect
the influence of pressur6 _:r_cLient on transition on con-
cav_ wgD.is is, hoe:ever, Drob_bly not so far off _s s simi-
lar ,_ssum,ntion for flat or convex boundaries. The stabil-
ity li_uit of c,oncavc flow with respect to the thr_u-dimcn-
sional vortices was fo'_nd litcl_ affected bEl the sh[_:o of
th_ \elocit_f profile. H_nce, the Drcssure 3r_dient ',',,'ill
inf].uencc the thr,_c-dimension_l instability very little.

Only if th_-_r_,die_Lt becomes so lar6e that transition is

oreci,_,itat_d_ due to the t<._o--dimension_l instability, can

a lar_4_ iniiue::ce of the pressuru gradient be cxoected_

Th,_ an9iogous _._=_m-of-sttack effect is disc-.Lsscd ]atc'r on

VII. SII_GLE ROUGHIoESS EI,E'_iENT

DuriT_ the investigation of the Tol!mien-Sch!ichting

wa,/cs ,,._ith the wire lattice, it was found that these ",_'ircs,

stretched alon,% the surface of the _late in the bo<indary

i_er; i_ no case caused immediate transition. It ,-:as

%hereforc decided to investigate the influence of e single

ro',_.ghness element such ss a wire or e narro';: strio on the

laminar boundary layer. For this ouzpose, a strip of rub-

ber tape about i centimeter ,_ide, 25 centimeters long, and

0.i centimeter tllick was glued directly on the glass _late,

thus for,i_ing a single tv;o-di(.le_isional roug"Lness element.

The velocity profiles downstream from this element, the

velocity fluctuatio'-Is, and the occurrence of transition

•,-;ere then studied. The main ouroose of this investigation

_=,as to analyze the actio_i of such a disturba_ice on the la:_-

inar layer, The results of this st uay showed that there

exist three primary and readily distih,_uisheOle cases.

Fi _ures 27, 28, and 29 show a typical exam-ole of each.

(i) The inflection-tyoe orofiies oreveiling in the

wak.e of the obstacle _nd immediately downstream fro:;, it

are grad_._.ally reduced to the normni Blasius-tyoe velocity

profile (fig. 27).

(2) The inflection-type nrofile still changes to a

Blasiu._ profile but the disturbance-th-_t is, the ii-,duced

laminar "_,'eves - _re so strong "<'hen the _l_sius orofi!e is

NOT REPRODUCIBLE
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attained that transition occurs _Imost immediately. This

case is seen in figure 28, and it is to be noted that the

flow in the wake of the obstacle is still laminar, turbu-

lence occurring only after a Dlssius-type profile has been

passed through.

(5) Figure 29 finall_ shov,_s velocity _rofiles t_ken

in the wake of the obstacle with _nd without 8n external

disturbance- in this case sound v_,aves. It is seen that

the addition of a rel9tively small e-<ternal disturbance

causes a radical change in the profile. Without the in-

fluence of the sound waves, the Drofiie shows the exist-

once of a dead fluid regior_ bounding a laminar -'ake. The

addition of 25 decibels of sound of a rather high frequency

(700 cycles) ca_ases transition in tlie u_ake and produces a

turbulent profile as sho:.,n in figure 29." The radical

difference is further illustrated by the record of velocity

fluctuations shown in figure 30.

The appearance of these three types of disturbance

ca,J.sed by roughness leads to the following conclusions:

Tra_.Isition caused by a roughness element does not necessar-

ily occur immediately at the element, but may occur at some

distance downstream. Furthermore, transition caused by a

rou_hness element may occur in the roughness-element wake

orooer or further downstream after the 18yet has returned

to a normal Blasius-tyoe Profile. This latter f_ct might

cause considerable variation in the turbulent boundary-

layer character do_vnstream from the transition point for

the following reason: It _ is known that_ if transition

takes place in a normal laminar boundery layer, the loga-

rithmic velocity distribution established itself almost

immediately after transition. In the language of the mixing-

length theory, the turbulent profile corresponds to a mixing

length proyortional to the distance from the solid bound8ry.

If, however, transition takes place in the wake of the ob-

stacle, the turbulent excha_&e corresoonds to a mixing length

procortional to the width of the _,@ke, or the distance from

the obstacle. Farther dovJnstre._m the influence of the solid

boundary will become noticca[lc si_d, close to the surface,

the lo_qarithmic distribution is _gsin to be expected. The

_)rofile (c) in figure 29 aDpc8rs to be of this type.

*The same effect could b c caused ny an increased tunnel

turbulence. However, the so?_nd :_as simpler to a_cly.
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Further research is reqf_ired to determine how a tur-

bu!ent velocity _rofile of this t_'pe develor_s. It seems

interesting to note that the profile (c) in figure 29

bears a close resemblance to velocity orofiles found to

exist short!y before turbulent sc,or_ration takes _!ace.

It is conceivable that this rese_',bLance is net %1jholly

accidental but that the turbulent meche:,ism is similar in

both cases: name__._/, a region of __,_l__-,turbulence" end an

outer region of _'free tu:bulence_ _' _'h;.s, in fact_ is

certainly to be e_pected if the turbulent layer develops

from a r,eparated laminar layer since this ease would be

similar to tLe flow behind an obstacle,

Which of the three cases above-described actuAll_r

occurs will depend on a critical Re.vnclds number, and in

addition, on the ]_cvel and the frcc, uency s_ectrum of ex-

tc_no] disturbances, such as the t_._rb_ fence of the free

stream or noise. The critice.! number for _. rouc, hness

elemen_ in a laminar boundary layer is usually considered

to b,_ g_iven by the heighb E of the element and the

ve!ocit_ which exists a5 this height in the undisturbed

l;_._'er. In the case of a _lasius profile, this leads to

Re ~ Rx 3/

if the element is small enough to consider the profile as

linear near the wall. Goldstein (reference 23) fives as

(?critical number (Rx) 3/e (_ _ 150 and 90 for round or
,\x/

sham elements, respectively The corresponding Revno_,__de

number for the first case (fig, 27) was com_uted from the

experimental data s,s approximately 500 - that is, ._.t a

considerably larger Reynolds number than Go!dsteinls

eritics, l values, the flow still remai.qs laminar. This

difference is at least partial!_r due to the unusuall._T low

turbtLlence level in the free stream for the present inves-

ti_s, tton and the conseq_lent greate_ stability of the lami-
ne.r wake of the obstacle. The critical number for case 2

(fig. 2_) is 2000,, and as pointed out before, the rough-
hess element wake is still lamin:_ Case 5 [fig, 29)

finall.v shows that (at Reynolds number = I_00) the wake

can be rendered turbulentby an external di_turbanceo

The Reynolds number R E and the turbulence level

(or any other external disturbance) determine the stability

of the roughness element w_._ke. Tn addition: a second
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critical number has to be considered which determines the
stability of the laminar boundary layer to which the flow
may return downstream from the _ake proper. If this
Reynolds number RS* is smaller than the Reynolds number
corresponding to the lower limit of the Tollmien-Schlichting
instability region (see fig. 13) the disturbances induced
by the roughness element will die out; if R$* is larger,
part of the disturbances will be amplified and will
evez_tually lead to transition.

VIII. INFLUENCE OF THE PRESSUREGRADIENT ON

BOUNDARY-LAYERTRANSITION

The influence of the pressure gradient on boundary-
layer transition along the convex side of the 2_0-foot
radius of curvature elate was studied. Figure [_l shows
the pressure distributions for which transition was meas-
ured. It is seen thet the '_'avii_ess of the distribution
r_i_ains unaltered _'hen the mean slope is changed. This
co._fir_s t_:=e staten_e_t made above ti_at the waves in the
distribution ar_ due to s1_ell local changes in radius of
curvature, l_essureme_ts of transition with the pressure
distribution A have already bcen discussed. The results
oot_ined with the distrib_._tion B are shown in figure 32°
These results were some,r_lat surprisi_g; although the tran-
sition Reynolds numbers _<_erefound to be smaller than
e_oected, they felled to indicate any noticeable dependency
on x. Furthermore, r_o so,stematic influence of the wsves
in the pressure distribution was noted on the critical
Reynolds number. The only effect of these pressure-
distribution waves was found in the length of the transi-
tion region- that is, the region between the appearance
of the first turbulent bursts ,_nd the point _vhere the layer
appears fully turbulent. This region was short when the
pressure increased, and lengthened when it decreased. A
fe_v of the measured regions showing this effect are included
in figure _2.

With the pressure distribution C • (fig. _3) the tran-
sition Re?'nolds number was found to decrease still further
(fig. 33)_ and here the critical number w._s found to depend
on x (or 6). It is seen fro!_ figure 3[_ that Rxt r de-
creases with increasing x fro_u a value of 1.3 × l0 _ at
x = 70 centimeters to a v_lue of about 0.5 × l06 at
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x = 160 centimeters, A s!i_ht &ecrease is _Iso seen Ct

v_k_cs of x less tha;_ 70 .centimeters, Howev.er, this

],-_tter decrease does not mee, n too much since this-Oo',r,t

}_r_d to b,e _._easured at the hi_hsst ootainabie steeds of' thc

t-cn,_el and at this speed, the t',:r%ulence level of the

st__ree ream increases, •

Since ,the press,.;.re distribution C __s reasons'old,-

close to a 'iinea, r diStrib.__tion, the seperation poi_t could

easily be co.<_.'o_-o÷ed usin<<_, the V_rmanuY_illiken or the sir. -_.i-

lied yon Doenhoff Drocedure, 'ike litter co_:r$_/tation g:ave

x s : 140 centip.etcrs. U:%fortuneteiN, this is too cloce to

the traiii_,g ed.ee of the plete to oer-m.it s study of the

-_Io-:,* aftc, r seo_I_ _ion in detsii end :vitii the _oresent set-

_.p, it wa _ i_L_o_i_7 c to obtain hi<l',er g_dient s A s_}rlcs

of vo!oc _,.t_ ;prof.%los_ 'Tas then measured in order to _hc_:.,_.

the comc'a_ed scoeration _3o_nt. However, c'.'in_ to the rei-

_.t_vel7_ small :_,_°_adient,_ Lho cksnge, in the.__ veio,_tv.._ :. o-ofile,

..... of '""7-'f,S SO t_re]_lii6] thet .£ s_'cisf_ctor-" determi!.a ion: _e
• "- r

seee.ration point ":as not oossib!e. As a.._ ux..m,..,.e, fi.,mre

_..o<'s t:_o velocity_.='o;ri!e:-_t x = 30 centimeters anc_ _t

n = 70 centi<eters, IL is seen that the urofi].e at x --- 70

cciit "-":"__._u_ers i_ alr_edy ver_" close to a separation Drof_le.

Finailb, meas'.=re_-ae_.ts were made :itn the _3ress,_.re

<_z_rzbo. tio_: ]) (-_i_. o].), The results, are. shov;n in f'_-._:

":re 65 "_ -'...... ero is a marked increase in the transition

Re_nolds n_mber. _ecause of tb_e limited tunnel ve!ocit_;

onl 5- a fev; ooi:!ts could be measured. Z'itl_ the uressure

d.istribu.tion C and D the effect of _he _dradieT-'_ c_ _._e

len___ith of the tra'_sition region was a_air, noted as ,_ii:h

distribution B.

Taere rem._'_ins the question as to the Drooer careme< _r

i_over::,in_- the influence of pressure gradien _- on bou_darl

iajer transition. It is felt tLet from _ne_surement s of

the t_c,e d_sc_'ibed above the oroper osrameter cnnnot be

found for the foiiov,'_n_ reason:

.At zero _>ressure y radS_ent and low free-stream t;:.rbv.-

le_ce, the %reakdor:n of la;_i_.,.ar flow is caused b._ the

viscous instabiiit_:_ raves of Tolinien and Sch]ichtixs,

...........................................................................................................

_3_or velocities _%ove 60 m/see "_he tu.nnei turouie-_ce

increese_ from u: _- =:: O,Oo L_croo:_t to 0.09 D_:rc_nt at d-8
-&

/
m/ sec.
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If the pressure gradient is positive, two influences will

increase the instability: One is the influence of the

pressure gradient on the Tollmien-Schlichting wave, the

other i8 the development of a strong dynamic instability

due to the chang, e in velocity profile from the Blasius-

ty[._e profile to a profile h_vin s an inflection point. The

influence of oressure gradient on the TollTz_ien-Schlichting

wave was studied by Schubauer and Skramstad (reference -I_).

An increased amplification in the Instsbility zone and a

broadening of the zone were found. The effect of the dy-

namic instability is not yet clear since, as mentioned

before, no critical Reynolds nm_ber has been computed _nd

the influence of the shape of the profile on the instabil-

ity is unknown, apart fron_ the general statement that the

profile must have an inflection point. The problem bears

so_e rese_ublance to the curvature effect: On concave walls

a stron_._ d_/n_mic instability enters and apparently becomes

t_.e detern_inlng factor in brin_.:ing about the breakdown of

the laminar flo_'_. The influence of pressure gradient _p-

pears to be of the same nature except that the t,_,;pe of

perturbation is the same for viscous and d_namic instabil-

it_. To deterznine the psran_eter governing the influence

of pressure gradient on transition will, therefore, require

a detailed study of the oerturbations leadi_g to the break-

down of the laminar flow.

IX. THE ANGLE-0F-ATTACK EFFECT

It was mentioned before that Schiller (reference 2)

and Hall and Hislop (refere_.ce 3) found a strong influence

of the angle of attack of the elate on the location of the

transition point. Based or_ the _heoretical _nal_-sis of

boundary-layer instabilit_ and the foregoing measurements

on the infl_lence of the rou_,hness element _nd or_ssure

gradient, an explanation of this effect can be _iven.

Assume that the trsnsition point of fl_t-olate flow

i_ to be investigated and that the measurements are carried

out on the side, say _ (fig. 35) of the elate. The plate

is said te be under a favorable _n_le of attack if the

stagnation ooint lies on the side A, under an unfavorable

angle of attack if the sta_t_atio_ ooint lies on B. The

boundary la_/er on A in the l_tter case has to _ass around

the leading edge of the pl_te, Hence, th_ pressure gra-

dient over the first p._rt of A v:ill be positive and its

magnitude will increase as ti:e rsaius of curvature of the

leading edge becomes sn_alle_-. In other words, the leading
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ed,le acts like a roughness element for the side A; the
initial boundary-layer profile will have an inflection
ooint and thus the same effects as found with the rouchucss
ele_uent (see sec. VII) are to be expected. A disturbance
in the stream will be amplified because of the instability
of the profiles and, if finally the Blasius-type lsycr
develops downstream, the disturbances are amplified in the
Tollmien-Schlichting zone and lead to precipitated transi-
tion. At very large angles of attack transition can even
occur in the wake of the leading edge without a Blasius
layer being formed at all. As the plate is turned, the
effect will occur very sudctenly if the leading edge _ a
knife edge and more continuously if the edge is rounded,
in agreement with the above measurements (reference 3).
Setting the olste to zero angle of attack is difficult since,
Gven if the setting were correct for a given mean direction
of the flow,_he directional velocity fluctuations (v') would
complicate the matter. It therefore seems reasonable to
avoid this initial dynamic instability by setting the plate
to a slight favorable angle of attack. This has, in fact,
been done in _.nost recent investigations.

/It was n_entioned before that Charters

investigated the effect of angle of attack of a curved

plate to test the validity of Tavlor's (reference 4)
criticism of the results of the Clausers (reference 1).

Charters found that the setting of the plate was critical

for the convex but not very critical for the concave sidc.

This effect is understandable if it is assumed that tra_Lsi-

tion on the concave side is brought about by Taylor-Gortler

vortices. These vortices were found to depend little on

the velocity profile and therefore an inflection point pro-

file would not have much influence, so long as the unf8vor-

able angle of attack is not so large as to cause transition

in the wake proper of the leading edge.

X. THE DEVELOPMENT OF TURBULENT FLOW

The preceding parts, both experimental and theorctic ql,

deal mainly with the breakdown of laminar flo_-. The _ues-

tio_ as to how the orderly wave or vortex motion chances

into the statistically fluctuating turbulent _._otion is not

auswered. Schubauer and Skramstad (reference i_) give an

excellent review of this problem in connection with their

measurement; only little can be added here:
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It appears that the formation of eddies starts from
some dynamic instability in a manner similar to the break-
ing of waves or the rolling-up process of a vortex sheet.
Hence, the first step in bridjing the gao between laminar
instabilit_r and turbulent motion is to find the development
from the orderly motion to a dynamically unstable configur-
ations. The Tollmien-Schlichting _vave can bring about such
an instability in two ways:

(1) The fluid close to the solid surface will, when
the a_nplitude of the wave bGcomes suffici_ntl_;_ large, come
to rest or actually reverse its motion during one-half
period of the oscillation. The "instantaneous" profile is
then certainly of the dynsz_ic_lly unstable t/De. However
the latter conclusion is only correct if the freouenc_" of
tn,_ !perturbation for ":.,hich this profile is unstable is
l_r_;_ co_r.osrcd with the frequency of the Tollmien-Schlichting
wave. Onl_ in this case can th_ instantaneous profile due
to the wave be considered a "mean" profile for the dynamic
instabilit_. TLe sar:_e arg_ment _polies, of course, to

Teyior's (reference 13) theory of forced transition due to

fluctuati_$ orossure er_dicnts The experiments ,_,ith

roughness element (see sec. VIII) have sho_n that sepsretion

profiles cen orevail for quite so_e distance do_vnstre_m and

c_n actually return to a stable form without the develcoment

of turbulent flow. On the other hand, there exists sorr.e

experin_.ental evidence for Tayior's theory of forced transi-

tion. A better understanding of the stability of inflection

point profiles is needed here for a clear decision.

(2) The u' and v' comoonents of the Tollmien-

Schlichting _'_aves have a finite correi_tion. The correla-

tion coefficient k u' v,- reaches a maximum value of

k - -0.2 as compared _ ith the corrslation coefficient in

the turbulent boundary layer of !_--"-O.3. There exists,

therefore, sn a-ooarent shearin_i: stress T = @U'V _ = pk_'s_/_ ]-_

which increases ",vith incr_.asind: smplitude of the _:ave. O_-,'-

ing to this s_-_ear the initisl profile will be graduall_

distorted and it appears very orobable that the orofile be-

comes aynamically unstable. Since the problem is a typical

uonlinear one (the orofiie being distorted by the wave, the

distorted mean profii¢ leads to _ change in the wave, snd

so on); hence: no definite forth of the final orofile can be

given.
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In the case of the Taylor-,Gortler vortices also_ a

change of the mean profile due to the vortices must be

assumed: in sl_ite of the fac, t that these _,ortices are

already the result of a dyLamic instabi!i%y, The wa_e

length of these vo,-'].ce:'.._ ..........-o Ico ;'_*_'_'_:_. to assume that these

dev_lop into tu,_bulant eqdi e_:.. "-_:CL {ur bhermore_ P_i I _ of-,
0 1

mo_ion_ Since TayLof ,6C <i_r _or_xce_ do not vr_,ry period,,

ic*_!ly with time only a cvr_.tin,_o_J.s change i.n mean profile

analogous to case 2 wi_h bi_,J '.!_o!.im!en..Schixchting wave is

pos si'L,ie,_

_.owever, even tracxng bhe pcoces:_ up to a violent

dynamica.[] y uus_bie con['igu_-_t_ on _ only one step i'orw,_.rd

,9.g_n ¢,nl 2 kn,)_n for sin.L} [ _,<-':. _.._<b_<_ on:; The _,c. tu"_.l de_-c].-

T;rooess and Stl[i presents a jor;_,i,ir_b!e problem for f,ature

res ear c !::,

X[, CONC!,U_ICNS
$

Th,9 breskdo'¢n of laminar Y]c,w con be caused by either

a dynamic or _ visco;_s instabJ!_ ty_ The bcundr_.ry layer on

conve:,: surfaces at ler_.st up to values of .-. = O,OO'L is
r

dyn:_,mica]_!_" str,.ble but has viscous insta:)ility. The viscous

instability loads to _,he d_veiopment of lR,mznar-,boundr, z.y.-.

layer oscillations v,'hlch ha_e been ,nredicted sheore[_¢sll_/

by Tollmien and Schlichting and were found cxnerime::_ :d.ly by

Schub_auer and Skramstad on a flat plate° The char_,ctcristics

of these laminar oscillat,ions n,re but l_ttle influ__nced by

convex curvature in the investigated range from --- = 0 to
r

9 = @.OO1. The Reynolds number of transition is con_,;quently
r

un_.ltered on convex surfaces as compared with the fl,nt plate.

Transition on the upper surface of an airfoil will therefore

not be noticeably influenced by the curvature. Ths rcsult_

of Milton and Francis Clauser which predicted a strong _t,L-

bilizing effect of convex curvature are based on the assump-

tion of an identical mechanism of transition on conve_ _nd

concave walls, This assumption appears not to be c(:rrect.

The boundary layer on concave surfaces is _pparentl_ djnr_mi-

cal!y unstable with respect to certain three-dimensio_a!

vortices_ This instability :;_as theoretically predicted by

G6_tler and measurements of the transition ooint on a con-

c,_,ve surf_,ce confirm his theory.



The destabilizing effect of roughness elements and of
an adverse pressure gradient on the laminar boundary layer
are due to a dynamic instability of inflection point pro-
files. Theory and experiment are not yet advanced enough
to draw definite conclusions as to the governing parameters
for roughness and pressure gradient effect. Both effects
_ppe'_r rather complicated owing to the change in the mean
velocity profile downstream and the development of dynamic
instability in addition to the viscous instability. Transi-
tion in the w_ke of a roughness element can occur in the
wake proper of the element _ due to the dynamic instability
of the inflection point profile in the _ake_ or _fuer the
boundary layer has reatt,_ched to the wall_ The boundsry
layer in the latter c;_se returns to the dynamically stable
Bl_si_is prefi!e: but laminar osc_llations are induced by
the unstable wahe and these lead to a precipitated break-
down of the l_minar l_yer.

California Institute of Technology o
Pasadena, Calif., June 1943.
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